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Update
We have been in discussions

with the administrators and they

inform us that the vehicle fix

started on 16th November, so

far 300 recalled vehicles have

been repaired, and there are no

changes to the estimated

completion date of 14th

December 2012.

However to date there has

been no news of any firm offers

being made for the company.

Yellow Badge

Workshop Update
Last Monday 10th December I

attended the second yellow

badge workshop. You will be

able to see some of the

suggestions that have been put

forward by the suburban drivers

on page 6.

It seems that LT&PH who have

created the problem in the first

place ( by licencing to many

suburban drivers ) are now

looking for green badge drivers

to dig them out of a hole. I

encourage you all to read their

proposals and draw your own

conclusions, I know mine.

2012 A Year To Forget
Like many of you, I cannot wait

for 2012 to depart as I

experienced one of the worst

years ever driving my taxi. 

The Olympics were an utter

disaster and let`s not mention

the Queens Diamond Jubilee

either.

Both of these massive events

overtook LT&PH priorities as a

licencing

Authority, but like many of you

out there let us hope 2013 is

the year

LT&PH get their act together

and start to uphold the law.

Not To Many 

Mince Pies
Finally I would like to wish

every licensed taxi driver and

their families

A healthy and wealthy New

Year. The New Year will be grim

so lets  All be nice to each

other out there.

Editorial

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553
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Mayor Boris Tries To Rent A Taxi

After a recent meeting at

the Mayors Office and

subsequently Leon

Daniels reading the latest 

edition of the badge, he

contacted me and asked if

the Club would like to

Interview him for the

paper. As you can imagine

we said yes.
Therefore I am asking any of

you out there to email me at

the Club with your questions

that can ask him in january.

The email address for your

questions is as follows:

thelcdc@gmail.com

At my recent United Trade

Group meeting with the

Mayor Of London the

discussion surrounding the

lack of taxis available to

rent due to the Tx4recall

reached a point where I

asked the Mayor to phone a

garage ( any garage) from

the back of Taxi magazine

and try to rent a taxi before

Christmas.
As you can see from the

pictures below Boris called up a

garage and asked if he had any

cabs for rent�..the unsuspecting

garage owner informed the

Mayor that he had none and

would not be having any this

side of Christmas. I felt that I had

to do this as Leon Daniels from

TFL had been informing the

Mayor for months that there

were many taxis available to rent

including second hand Vitos for

just £99 a week. 

We had to inform the Mayor

that this was for a five year deal

to buy and not to rent.!

When I first become Chairman

some 4 years ago, one of my

main priorities  was  to

contact the LTDA and Unite

the Union to see if we could

form a United trade group to

represent the majority of

drivers who cared enough

about the trade for them to

join one of the above trade

organisations.
The first test of this alliance was

back in January 2008 when

Westminster Council decided to set

up a private hire rank at Whitcombe

Street. This lead to the biggest

trade demonstration in history,

involving some 8,000 cabs! As a

result of this protest Ed Thomson

was quickly replaced from his

position as Head of the Public

Carriage Office. 

Whilst I would admit we do not

always agree on every issue, when

it comes to the future of the trade

being put at risk we have

maintained a United front.

For example, Addison Lee having

a rank at LAP, the outsourcing of

services from Palestra to private

companies, the introduction of the

identifiers, and a joint response to

the Law Commission to name but a

few.

However, recently there seems to

be a change in the way LT & PH

interact with the trade. For

example, workshops for Suburban

areas, open forums for all and

sundry to attend, Q&A sessions on

Twitter. Whilst I am sure that LT &

PH will say that this is a more open

policy, I ask myself could it be for

other reasons that the engagement

policy with the taxi trade has

changed? 

There is no doubt recently that LT &

PH have become less and less

accountable to the trade. A good

example for this was a request from

the LCDC asking Helen Chapman

the current levels of staff compared

to what they were when she was first

appointed to her position at the

Public Carriage office (as it was

called at the time) Also compliance

meetings not held as regularly as

before to bring the trade up to date

with enforcement issues and

generally adopt a “closed shop”

policy for information. 

Instead it has been replaced by

listening to everyone with a view

point on policy without having the

means to help carry out that policy. 

Could it be by encouraging as

many disparate views as possible

the plan is to create as much

disharmony within the trade to act as

a distraction and an excuse not to

carry out the regulatory enforcement

that LT & PH is there to do. 

This is not a new phenomenon, in

politics it is known as Divide &

Rule!

Borris studies the adverts Borris tries to rent a cab

Leon Daniels requests
an interview with 
The Badge (yes really!)

Is there a Divide & Rule policy at TFL?
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• Mayor’s call supported by 

businesses and safety 

campaigners

• Vehicles have 

disproportionate effect on 

congestion and drivers 

frequently arrested for 

obstruction and 

dangerous driving

The Mayor and Transport for London

have today called for a change to

legislation that would allow them to

effectively ban dangerous pedicabs in

the capital. 

In its submission to the Law

Commission’s consultation ‘Reforming

the Law on Taxi and Private Hire

Services’ TfL proposes that pedicabs and

other ‘novelty’ vehicles should be brought

under the same legislative framework

that governs taxis and private hire

vehicles.  This would give TfL the power

to remove pedicabs from the capital’s

roads as they don’t meet the rigorous

safety and licensing standards that taxis

and private hire vehicles must adhere to. 

Although there are a relatively small

number of pedicabs, which operate in a

small part of central London, they have a

disproportionate effect on traffic

congestion and congregate in pedestrian

areas – both of which impact on bus

passengers and other road users. 

Whilst clearly there are some responsible

pedicab companies, even they cannot

ensure the safety of their passengers to

an acceptable level and the Mayor and

TfL believe that they are unsuitable for

London’s roads.  Neither Pedicabs nor

their riders are licensed and there is no

requirement for their riders to undergo

Criminal Records Bureau checks.

Pedicabs are often unroadworthy and

uninsured, and riders often disobey road

rules and put the public at risk. 

TfL has today released figures which

demonstrate that pedicabs pose a risk to

passengers and cause considerable

congestion in the West End.  Between

October 2011 and November 2012, joint

enforcement activity undertaken by TfL,

the Metropolitan Police and Westminster

Council saw 365 arrests and seizures

and 839 warnings issued to pedicab

drivers for offences such as dangerous

riding, causing obstruction and cycling on

a footway.  The most recent enforcement

activity last week saw 5 arrests for

offences including riding dangerously,

riding on the footway and obstruction.

One of the people arrested had been

wanted for deportation by the UK

Borders Agency for 18 months.  

Transport for London and Westminster

City Council had previously sought to

introduce a voluntary registration

scheme.  However it was recognised that

this would not have resulted in a robust

and rigorous licensing regime.  The

Mayor and Transport for London are

therefore seeking a change to current

legislation so that the issue can be

tackled effectively.

A number of businesses and

organisations, including Westminster City

Council, Heart of London Business

Alliance, Society of London Theatres,

LSE Students’ Union, The Hippodrome

Casino and the Delfont Mackintosh

Prince Edward Theatre have expressed

their support for the proposal to ban

pedicabs.

Boris Johnson, the Mayor of London,

said: “Although there are a number of

responsible pedicab companies, the fact

is that these vehicles jam up the capital’s

roads and consistently fail to ensure the

safety their passengers.

“Whereas other forms of public transport

have measures in place to protect

passengers, with pedicabs anyone can

just hop aboard and ply for hire.  It has

become clear that a voluntary

registration scheme would not have

produced a robust solution.  That’s why

we and a wide range of businesses, local

authorities and West End institutions are

calling for TfL to be given the powers to

remove them from the streets.”     

Cllr Ed Argar, Westminster City Council

cabinet member for transport, said: “The

problems posed by pedicabs are at their

worst in the West End.  We have fought

for many years for the safety of

passengers to come first, and for the

proper regulation of pedicabs, to solve

the safety and congestion issues they

pose.  It cannot be right that this industry

remains without proper safeguards or

regulation to protect passengers and

other road users, and we welcome and

support Boris' call for action today.”

Mayor seeks ban on  
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Sarah Porter, Chief Executive, Heart of

London Business Alliance, said: “Heart of

London Business Alliance supports the

Mayor’s plan to ban Pedicabs.  We have

regularly funded multi agency operations

to address the anti social behaviour and

safety concerns Pedicabs cause

however, this is a short term solution so

we welcome this proposal.”

Simon Thomas, Chief Executive of The

Hippodrome Casino, which opened this

summer in Leicester Square after a £40

million investment, said: “Pedicabs may

look like a bit of fun.  But they continue

to flout every rule in the book.  The

authorities have tried, and failed, to

control them and make the operators

accountable.  Now is the time to take a

bold decision and take them off the

streets once and for all.  The Mayor not

only has my full support in seeking a

ban, but I believe the approval of the

vast majority of businesses in the West

End.”

Roger Johnson of the Prince Edward

Theatre, Delfont Mackintosh, said: “The

West End is a world class destination

and safety plays a significant part to this,

if these rickshaws could be banned or

indeed regulated it would most certainly

improve the area and the safety for our

customers.”

Julian Bird, Chief Executive of the

Society of London Theatre, said: “The

safety and comfort of theatre-goers is of

utmost importance, and feedback from

our members shows that keeping the

streets around venues as clear as

possible – especially at times of peak

customer flow – is key to maintaining an

efficient and world-class Theatreland

district.” 

Alex Peters-Day, General Secretary, LSE

Students’ Union, said: “Pedicabs can be

an incredibly dangerous form of

transport, and I absolutely support the

move to ban them from London’s roads.

They can also be very expensive, and

when students are on an already very

limited budgets they shouldn’t have to

face the aggressive touting that many

pedicab drivers currently do in the West

End. “

TfL's proposal to the Law Commission

will require primary legislation to be

implemented.  In the meantime TfL will

continue to work with Westminster City

Council and the Metropolitan Police on

enforcement activity to tackle illegal and

unsafe activity by pedicabs.

 dangerous pedicabs 
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WE’RE BACKING   

THE WORDS “Black Cab”

are synonymous with

London’s licensed taxis. 

There’s the old story where

Japanese tourists are briefed

by their travel agent to only

get into Black Cabs in

London, and so when they

arrive at Heathrow they refuse

to get into a TX4 taxi because

it’s not black! The story

illustrates the message.  

Black cabs are famous all

over the world and we should

be rightly proud of our highest

standards, our heritage and

traditions. We have been

voted the best cabs in the

world by subscribers to

Hotels.com for the fifth year in

a row. Black Cabs are best,

the world over.

But famous brands – and we

are one - need to be

protected and the LCDC want

to lead a major campaign

along with the other trade

organisations and their

members to make Black the

standard colour for all of

London’s cabs and stop

minicabs being allowed to

imitate us by ordering their

Ford Galaxies and their

Toyota Priuses to be in any

colour other than black.

Our aim is for a United Trade

Group - the LTDA, UNITE and

also LCDC - to promote a

campaign that persuades TfL

to introduce regulations that

shall prohibit minicabs being

allowed to license their

vehicles in black. We also

believe that the taxi suppliers

should only be allowed to

supply new taxis in black only

from a certain agreed date.

We’re not saying that the

current vehicles should be

outlawed or painted Black

now but that all licensed taxis

should be returned to black

over an agreed period of time,

just like the wheelchair rules

or the age limits. We believe

there is enough support

amongst our trade members,

amongst members of the

public, famous personalities

and politicians to prevail on

TfL to introduce the

appropriate rules that will help

protct our industries long term

future.

Why are minicabs Black?

....Because we, or rather TfL,

let them do what they want.

For years we have watched

private hire owners being

allowed to encroach on our

business, touting goes on

despite the very best efforts of

the United Trade Group to

publicise it, satellite offices

spring up all over the place

effectively creating ranks of

private hire drivers throughout

London. Addison Lee and

many of the other minicab

firms buy black coloured cabs

in an effort to appear credible

to the public. Private Hire

vehicles painted in Black are

cunningly ‘passing off’ as taxis

to an unsuspecting customer

and passengers are falling for

this tactic. This must be

stopped. If we were Coca

Cola or EasyJet and a

competitor started to copy our

famous brand we would sue

them for millions. We cannot

do that, but what we can ask

for is that the Black Taxi brand

is properly protected by TfL

and a clear colour distinction

between taxis and private hire

is implemented as soon as

possible. If TfL say we have

the hire sign, we say that’s not

enough. A brand is made up

of many parts: shape, size,

and colour.   Black is our

heritage colour and it’s a key

element of our brand, one for

which we have worked many

years to promote; we have

obtained the Knowledge and

invested heavily in purchasing

a special wheelchair

accessible taxi. For a properly

regulated fare, our brand

requires that we pick up all

kinds of customers whenever

they hail us. We believe that

TfL have a responsibility to

protect the commitment we

have made to provide the best

taxi service in the world by

positively supporting our Black

Cab brand, and regulating

private hire so that they can

no longer use black coloured

vehicles.

The Law Commission

supports it!   

In its big consultation paper,

published in May of this year

the Law Commission was not

only supportive of the

distinction between taxis and

private hire but devoted a

whole section (Pages 88 and

89 of Consultation Paper No

203). There were two

arguments cited in support:

the first was civic pride and

the second was economic. In

section 7.28 the Paper says

“It could be that colour

conditions reap positive

economic benefits to the city

or town in question. It seems

probable that the classic

London black cab is one part

of the overall tourist

experience in London, for

instance. If so, a requirement

that maintains a fleet of black

cabs in place would be

creating additional benefit

beyond the private cost

associated with the

transaction by advancing the

tourist trade to the benefit of

the London economy as a



whole......it is noteworthy that

uniformity and colour

conditions are very

widespread in big cities

worldwide, which tends to

support the argument that big

cities benefit from a uniform

fleet.”

We, like the Law Commission,

believe that an all Black fleet

would be an excellent positive

contribution to the economic

well-being of London, a

support to inward investment

and a major enhancement for

our civic pride. Indeed, we are

pleased the Consultation

Paper finishes with a flourish

of support in section 7.29 that

“These are well balanced

arguments. Overall, we think

that it is likely that uniformity

conditions are a reasonable

form of intervention in the taxi

market.”  That said, it would

be appropriate for TfL to take

up what is our

recommendation, supported

by the Law Commission to

regulate colours of new taxis

in London – Black for us and

any other colour for private

hire.

What about the liveries and

the economic argument?

We think certain types of

liveries are good for drivers,

super-sides are the most

common form of media

company livery and these

work well because they still

demonstrate the overall

original colour of the cab.

Customers will still be able to

see that it’s a Black Cab.

However, that’s not true of the

liveries that cover the

complete vehicle and we

believe that these should also

be phased out in support of

the Black Cab fleet. But isn’t

this taking money out of

drivers’ pockets. In the short

term, yes. However, it’s well

known that coloured and

liveried cabs have much lower

residual values at the end of

the period. So, there’s

probably little overall benefit

to the individual driver.

Moreover, the radio circuits

have maintained their no-

livery policy and colour

standards throughout a very

tough economic climate. They

have prohibited exterior

advertisements to maintain

their fleets’ appearance and

we commend this foresight. If

we are to succeed, everyone

needs to consider the benefits

of a short term gain against a

long-term future. Uniformity is

our future.

...And the future 

for TX4?

There’s a lot of concern for

the future of the traditional

Black Cab – the TX4. As of

writing, Manganese Bronze,

parent company of the

London Taxi Company, is still

in administration. They may

be taken over, although we

believe that the only company

that can decide its future is

Geely because Geely own

most of the tools, they are

probably the biggest creditor

(besides Black Horse

Finance) and Geely are

probably the only ones with

deep enough pockets to keep

the whole thing ticking over.

But, that aside, yes it would

be a pity for the TX4 to

completely disappear but their

disappearance shouldn’t be

the end of the London taxi

business. In just the same

way when the Fairway was

replaced by the TXI in 1997

many people said the new TXI

was not a ‘real’ taxi but a

‘Noddy Car’. Well, in time the

shape evolved and people

changed their opinions, so

that the Metrocab and

Fairway have largely

disappeared and the TX range

has replaced them. In the

same way, if the TX shape is

dropped because no one

builds it anymore, it will take

many years for it to be

phased out, they will still be

the dominant shape for years

to come. However, the shape

change will happen and

gradually Mercedes-Benz

Vitos and perhaps soon-to-be

Nissan NV200’s will become

the accepted shape of the

Black Cab brand in London.

Indeed, our view is that

because of the changing

shape of London’s fleet –

there’s already 2,000 Vitos in

place – which this is an even

greater argument for TfL to

regulate that all cabs should

be Black in colour.    

What’s next?

LCDC will work alongside its

partners at LTDA and UNITE

to generate as much driver

support for a campaign called

Backing Black. You can

already see a video

http://www.youtube.com/watch

?v=h-QB4d8t-8o supporting

the campaign. We would like

to get a driver petition going

to support the campaign

calling on TfL to legislate that

all taxis should be Black and

all private hire should be any

other colour. We will set up a

specially dedicated website.

Our aim is to maintain the

momentum until the change is

made to make London’s Black

Cabs Black, and stop

minicabs passing themselves

off as ‘real’ taxis. This is not

only important to help assist

safeguarding ourlong-term

future but also important to

the general public, who will

soon become even more

confused about what’s a ‘real’

taxi and what’s not; the colour

black and the taxi light are

ours, lets claim black back.
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BLACK, ARE YOU?  

We at the LCDC feel very strongly in keeping both the Conditions

Of Fitness and also that every new taxi being sold in 2013 be

Black in colour.

The Law Commission is looming and if we are not careful this

picture of the train station at Milton Keynes could be coming to a

mainline station in London if we are not careful and take our eye

of the ball.
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A PRIVATE HIRE driver and a

man travelling in his vehicle

have been jailed after Hoxton

police in East London found

£3million worth of cocaine in

their possession.
Perry Law (50) of Grays in Essex

and his passenger Darren Angol

(32) were stopped in the PHV

driver’s vehicle on July 12 in Pitfield

Street.

A bag containing 2.46kg of

cocaine, of 61 per cent purity, was

found on the backseat of the

minicab. A further 55g of cocaine,

of 73 per cent purity, was found in

a compartment of the private hire

driver’s side door.

The two men were arrested and

charged with possession with intent

to a supply Class A drug. A police

spokesman said the cocaine seized

from the two men had a street

value of around £3million. A search

of Angol’s address uncovered

another 14g of cocaine.

Both men pleaded guilty at

Snaresbrook Crown Court to

possession with intent to supply a

Class A drug. Law was sentenced

to 12 month’s imprisonment,

suspended for 12 months. Angol

was jailed for five years.

Detective constable Walsh of

Hackney Police said: “As a result of

these arrests, a large quantity of

cocaine was removed, no doubt

interrupting the supply of drugs in

Hackney and beyond. Experience

shows us that drug dealing fuels

many other forms of crime.

So, removing them from the

streets is a great result for the

borough.

PHV driver & passenger
caught with cocaine

Tout jailed for Clapham rape
AN ILLEGAL taxi tout has been jailed for

six years after he assaulted a women in

the back room of a shop in Clapham,

South London. Atiq Rehman (20), from

Croydon, stalked the woman after she left

the Inferno

nightclub in Clapham High Street in

the early morning of April 29..
The Pakistani national claimed he was a

taxi driver and spotting her drunken state

lured her to a shop on Clapham South

Side. He then followed her into a back

room and raped her. He threatened to

beat her up and said he would tape up her

mouth if she tried to alert passersby.

Detective constable Lisa Greedy, of the

Met Police sex attack Sapphire unit, said:

“This was a horrific attack by a man who

had no qualms in exploiting a woman he

believed to be intoxicated. The fact that he

then threatened his victim with violence

only added to the trauma.”

SGS Staff At
Hanworth 
Sacked For Selling
PH Roundels
After a routine police stop on a minicab, an eagle

eyed officer noticed that the green roundel in his

winderscreen was out of date. 
When questioned further the driver took the police officer

back to his minicab office and showed him an envelope

containing a bundle of PH green roundels.

After further enquiriers were made at the Hanworth SGS

passing centre 3 senior staff were arrested. One has since

been released without charge but 2 have been bailed to

appear in court this month.

Subsequently, 2 SGS staff have now been sacked.

It  appears that LTPH may have known for over two months

that some vehicles which could be in a real dangerous

condition were being used as licensed minicabs.

We at the LCDC are still waiting for any up to date

information from LT&PH on this most disgraceful of matters.

A minicab driver left his passengers

screaming in horror after he deliberately ran

over a pedestrian who had squirted drink

over his winderscreen, a court heard

yesterday.
The four customers in Imran Rajas cab could hear

and feel the bump as the wheels crushed Robert Scott

to death in the road,the Old Bailey was told.

It is alleged that Mr Raja, 37, steered towards the 58-

year-old and mowed him down at a junction after he

threw a bottle of liquid over the front of the taxi. 

The passengers, a married couple and two female

friends who were travelling to a West End bar,

allegedly yelled at Mr Raja to stop before he phoned

for an ambulance. 

Mr Scott suffered massive head injuries and was

pronounced dead on arrival at hospital. 

Mr Raja, who worked for Addison Lee, London’s

biggest minicab firm, denies murder.

The incident happened as Mr Raja drove Chris

Watson, his wife, and two other women to Piccadilly at

around 7.40pm on November 21 last year. 

Prosecutor David Fisher QC said it was dark and

raining as Mr Raja pulled up at a junction in Mayfair,

preparing to turn right. 

He said that Mr Scott then stepped out into the road

in front of the Ford Galaxy and began remonstrating

with Mr Raja. 

Mr Fisher said: “He was very close to the front of the

vehicle and for whatever reason he appeared to be

cross and agitated. 

“He squirted or splashed liquid from a bottle on to the

windscreen of the vehicle and then struck the front

with the bottle. 

'Instead of turning right, Imran Raja drove forwards

and left towards Robert Scott, striking him and

knocking him to the ground. He then drove over him

crushing him to death. 

“The passengers could hear and feel the bump as

the tyres of the cab went over Robert Scott. 

“The three women were screaming and Chris

Watson shouted at the defendant to stop.” 

Mr Raja, of Dellow Close, Ilford, Essex, also denies

alternative charges of manslaughter and causing

death by dangerous driving. 

The trial continues. 

Mini cab driver ‘deliberately
ran down pedestrian’
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You always know when bad

news is coming round the

corner at Dial-a- Cab, as Call

Sign editor Alan Fisher starts to

write his usual misinformed

nonsense about the LCDC.

According to Mr Fisher the Club

has just come round to the idea

that all London Licensed taxis

should be black, when in fact this

has always been our view since

the introduction of the Mercedes

Vito Taxi four years ago.

Furthermore with the new Nissan

NV200 hitting the streets of

London next summer, we believe

more than ever that now is the

time that every newly licensed

London taxi sold in 2013 must be

black in colour.

We at the Club feel so strongly in

securing our World famous

identity, that this month we are

kicking off the “Back to Black”

Campaign. At this time we are

hoping to get support from

throughout the taxi trade.

Mr Fisher also states that the

LCDC would like “ a open entry to

London”

for other vehicles to come into

the capital and end the conditions

of fitness. Nothing could be further

than the truth ( again ) and at the

last four LCDC AGM`s the

members have voted

overwhelmingly to retain them and

this point was reiterated in last

month`s edition of the Badge.

We would also like to point out to

Mr Fisher that the Badge was the

only trade Organisation to write

about the problems at Manganese

Bronze and broke the story to the

trade about the steering box recall

back in August. 

Also, in September we wrote that

alarm bells were ringing at LTC

after the publications of their

accounts. At the same time when

asked by one of his readers if he

should purchase a new TX4 or

Mercedes Vito, Mr Fisher

recommended a TX4��.I`m sure

the reader is thrilled with the

advice he received.

It would now appear that as well

as the LCDC Mr Fisher has found

a new Bogey man to attack the

Hailo taxi apps ( I wonder why? ).

According to Mr Fisher you really

must be a mug to accept a job on

Hailo as the driver has to pay

them 10% of the job total.

Currently Dial a Cab charges its

members £73 every two weeks,

so on a four week month drivers

will be paying £146 in

subscriptions to Dial a Cab. To pay

such an amount to Hailo the driver

would have to be earning £1,460 a

month�.I wonder how many

drivers on Dial a Cab manage that

every month?

We will soon find out just how

bad the “bad news” is at Dial a

Cab when they publish their

financial report next month, it

should make very interesting

reading. 

It must be that time 
of the year again!
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Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

HALTS chairman Colin Evans, is

now making a very serious

challenge to the authority of

Transport for London (TfL) .

HALTS is refusing to comply

with TfL’s demand that

Heathrow drivers who work for

HALTS must use their meters

for compellable journeys into

central London. 
At a packed taxi trade meeting

convened by BAA on 5th December,

Evans insisted that the regulations on

use of meters are antiquated and

open to interpretation. He claimed that

HALTS has had ‘private

conversations’ with Director John

Mason of TfL, to discuss how strict

adherence to Hackney Carriage law

was restricting the expansion of

HALTS’ fixed fare scheme. He was

obviously referring to the ‘state of the

art scheme’ that charges passengers

£79.60 to the Olympia Hilton instead

of £50. HALTS admitted under

questioning that no record has been

made of the alleged ‘private

conversations’ with TfL. HALTS

directors were clearly stumped for an

answer when they were asked if, as a

matter of good professional practice,

they had made a record of these

‘conversations’. The only clear

message that has come to the taxi

trade from TfL is that HALTS has got

to stop overcharging passengers who

make their travel arrangements at

Heathrow’s taxi desks. 

Colin Evans proudly told the meeting

that HALTS have been operating their

fixed-fair scheme without problems for

over six years. He became very

flustered when it was pointed out that

HALTS didn’t exist six years ago and

wasn’t incorporated until January

2009. HALTS has also had problems

explaining why their five year contract

with BAA has suddenly and

mysteriously been cut down to a three

and half year contract that ends in

June next year. According to the

contract document It should have

ended on 6 December 2014. It’s also

come to light that Heathrow drivers

paid £600,000 into the HALT(S) levy

fund between June 2008 and

December 2009. But strangely during

this seventeen month period, neither

HALT nor HALTS had a desk contract

with BAA. For the avoidance of doubt,

the HALT cooperative’s contract

ended seventeen months before

HALTS became the new desk

contractor.

Editor’s Note: 
If either Heathrow Ltd. (BAA) or

HALTS can provide written proof that

the TfL Board has given approval for

HALTS or any other company to

operate a fixed fare scheme under a

five year contract at Heathrow Airport,

full details will be published in the

next issue of The Badge. 

HATDU and The Taxi Desks 
HATDU chairman Eddie Symes has

been organising groups of volunteers

to stand near the taxi desks in the

terminals. They have been monitoring

what happens when a “walk-up”

enquires about the availability of cabs

and cab fares. The HATDU team has

made an excellent job of establishing

that “walk-ups” are induced by the

predators who work on the desks to

pay a minimum fixed fare of £79.60

for bread and butter jobs that meter

no more than £50-£60. The predators

frequently use the bare-faced lie that

drivers on the ranks won’t accept

credit cards, but are always eager to

accept HALTS’ travel vouchers. BAA

is very unhappy with HATDU for

exposing the myth that the desks are

safe in the hands of its blue eyed

contractor HALTS. (There’s likely to

be more on the reasons for BAA’s

unhappiness in the next issue). 

Is BAA Good at Business ? 
BAA often lectures the taxi trade on

how to ‘how to grow the taxi product’

and ‘how to uplift the passenger

experience’. But the next time BAA

embarks on one of these lectures,

BAA is going to be reminded with

quotes from the FT that it needs to

put its own house in order before it

assumes it can teach the London taxi

trade anything about business. When

Ferrovial bought BAA for £10.3 billion

in 2006, the new owner planned to

keep all of BAA’s UK airports and

make them more efficient by

contracting out many of its services.

Instead of making its acquisitions

more efficient, Ferrovial has been

forced to sell off some of the airports

during a period of low economic

growth, when valuations are lower

than when it bought up BAA. 

BAA’s dominance as an airport

operator has never been deemed by

the Competition Commission to be

conducive to healthy competition

within the industry. Following

demands in 2009 for BAA to reduce

its monopoly over airport ownership,

BAA lost a three year legal battle to

retain ownership of Stansted Airport.

Stansted is now waiting to be officially

removed from BAA’s hands and taken

over by a new operator. BAA lost

Gatwick to Global Infrastructure

Partnership (GIP), the international

business giant that purchased

Gatwick in December 2009. After a

very long delay the same company

GIP, bought BAA’s Edinburgh airport

for £807 million in April of this year. 

With Gatwick and Stansted gone,

Heathrow is inevitably now BAA’s

flagship airport and will be the focal

point of its attentions for the

foreseeable future. It’s a dot on the

cards that BAA - with its new name of

Heathrow Ltd. - is now striving to

create a new source of revenue from

the airport’s huge London taxi

operation and of course the so-called

taxi information desks. 

More on Terms and

Conditions for Drivers 
In a letter to the LCDC, BAA

concedes that a one-off BAA-driver

contract comes into existence when

an individual driver pays to enter the

Taxi System and agrees to abide by

the System’s unwritten rules.

Nonetheless, it is a mistake on BAA’s

part to assert that because BAA

publishes decisions and news from

‘time to time’, the information

compensates for the absence of

stated rules for drivers. Drivers are

entitled to be able to peruse Terms

and Conditions in an appropriate

notice sited at the entrance to the Taxi

Feeder Park. 

There hasn’t been any decision

document issued by BAA in the past

five years that explains for example,

what services drivers receive from

HALTS Ltd. in return for their payment

of the £0.78 HALT levy. All that’s

known is that drivers who decline to

use HALTS’ financial services are

compelled to fund the services. BAA

managers seem to get confused when

asked to state in black and white if

HALTS is contractually obliged by

BAA to offer financial services.

The bare fact that a taxi driver may

have used the Taxi System hundreds

of times in the past, will not of itself

prove that the BAA-driver contract

consists of terms that are known to

the driver. According to tested law of

contract principles, a driver’s previous

dealings with BAA are only relevant if

they prove a driver has a thorough

knowledge of key terms and agrees to

the terms. On the subject of

compulsory payments to HALTS, it

would be a fiction if not a farce for

BAA to suppose that rules relating to

the payments, could be implied into

the BAA-driver contract if BAA has

done absolutely nothing to keep

drivers informed about the HALT(S)

levy. 



GRAHAM LONG

Christmas greetings to all taxi

drivers, green and yellow

badges alike, and to all

Knowledge boys and girls.

Oh dear! It appears that I may

have upset a few people with my

last column in November’s edition.

I would like to be able to apologize,

but sadly, I can’t, I have nothing to

apologize for. As we all know,

sometimes the truth hurts. I

reiterate, I drove back from Euro

Disney in a cab that was unfit for

purpose, and that is the truth. On

the very next day the cab was

taken off the road. 

On Thursday 22 November, I was

presented with my qualified Taxi

Guide badge by the Worshipful

Company of Taxi Carriage Drivers

at Cutlers’ Hall, a  very proud

moment. I thoroughly enjoyed the

course and learning about London.

I am sure that the badge will be

useful in years to come.

This month I want to talk about

the Knowledge of London. I have a

huge sympathy for the Knowledge

examiners, and I now realize what

a great job they are doing. They

are strict and they need to be,

because they are keeping up the

standards of the profession.

However I am saddened that they

are restricted in this age of political

correctness as to what questions

they can ask, and how far they can

go to test the candidate’s

temperament. If the examiner says

“jump”, you say “ how high, sir?”

Surely discipline, good manners,

and old-fashioned standards are

needed to ensure the continued

high level of service that the Black

Cab trade offers.  The days of

Penton Street, and Mr Finlay, Mr

Wicks, Mr Rance, Mr Bishop, and

Mr Orme are long gone. I am also

saddened to hear that the overhaul

is being scrapped in favour of a 

bi-annual MoT. I do hope that

standards for the cabs are not

being lowered. 

I thoroughly enjoyed the

Knowledge and all that it involved.

Even the badge of suffering - going

out on my moped in a temperature

of -3C in the winter, or in the

summer getting soaked in a heavy

shower in Wimbledon, and riding

sopping wet back to Essex. Long

may it continue. So please,

cabbies, encourage Knowledge

boys and girls on the street, as

they are the future of our trade. We

were all Butterboys once.

Be lucky, I hope 2013 brings
everybody what they wish for.
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MONDAY & TUESDAY NIGHT

CABBY SPECIAL

£7.95 FISH AND CHIPS 
and a cup of tea. Dine in only

King’s Square, off Central Street EC1

" If you want to
have a future
in the cab trade
...join our club"
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Cabbies
Greetings cabbies, just to let you

know how diligent I am and to wind

you up I send you this final message

of the year from The idyllic

caribbean island of St Lucia, in the

Caribbean. By the way it is 80

degrees and I write this with a rum

punch in my hand and the sun on

my back. What is the weather in

London like by the way?

Radio Ga Ga
Well I suppose many of you heard

Danny Bakers blow out on BBC

London. Wow, what an afternoon

that was and guess who had to

come on after him. I have never in all

my years of entertainment been

around anything quite like that. As

you can imagine there is much it

would be unwise for me to go into

here but I will say this. Danny Baker

is an extremely gifted broadcaster

and it will be interesting to see if

other stations will take the risk or if

he will indeed find a way to return to

his spiritual home. Though I

appreciate for that to happen there

would have to be an awful lot of

humble pie eaten. Whatever

happens 2013 will be a fascinating

year in the life of BBC London 94.9

Money, Money, Money
I return to one of my favorite

subjects now, Football. 

Chelsea has become a kind of

pejorative term in sport. They are the

Champions League and FA Cup

winners but have done less than

cover themselves in glory.

Where do I start? In many ways I

feel their treatment of Mark

Clattenburg might be the worst of all

their indiscretions. Yes worse than

their unqualified backing of John

Terry of their ridiculous dismissal of

Roberto Di Mateo. Clattenburg, the

preening, error prone referee

stopped from plying his trade for a

month whilst the FA looked at

allegations of racism against him

which were apparently overheard by

someone for whom English is a

second or third language.

Clattenburg is a Geordie and any

cabbie who has ever picked one up

will know they are not easy to

understand at the best of times. The

FA and the Met Police decided there

was no case to answer. The

accused, Jon Obi Mikkel now stands

accused after (trying to discuss the

incident with Clattenburg) Chelsea

though, in their infinite wisdom (up

till I left) refused to apologies. 

Their Russian owner has a lot of

money but seem to me to come up

short, when it comes to class.

I know it may sound crazy but I am

backing Arsenal to finish above their

west London neighbors at the end

of the season. They may not win

much any more but at least they

have a set up which means that they

will be ok in the long run. I wish

them nothing but luck

Have a great Xmas and lets just

pray that the Mayor of London Gives

all of you a brand new cab which

has no design faults at the same

time as having police officers

outside every night club thru the

month of December and crushes

any Mini Cab which even dreams of

illegally touting for trade. Now that

would be a great present

Eddie speaks his mind by Eddie Nestor

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast
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By Micky Walker

COUNTERFEIT

CABBIES
During a conversation with a STC

police officer in July of last year, I

was informed that there were 400

fake cab licences floating around.

We have all also read about the

fake identifiers that are being

discovered. It now appears that

there are also fake badges doing

the rounds.

Back in August I received two

warning letters from LTPH,

informing me that in July an

enforcement officer had reported

me for not showing my identifiers

on St Pancras station and not

having my copy bill with me.

I knew that I could not have been

the offender and Helen Chapman

took up my case for investigation. I

was concerned on two scores.

First, for the first time in more than

30 years of holding my bill, I now

had two warnings on my jacket for

an offence I was innocent of.

Secondly though, it seemed to me

that the enforcement officer must

have got my details from a cab

with a cloned registration and /or

plate. If that were the case, it

concerned me that the

enforcement officer had allowed

this driver to drive away at all.

It has taken until a couple of

weeks ago to resolve this for me

with regards to my personal

situation. It transpires that the

driver had a badge with my

number on his neck. The

enforcement officer noted that and

the cab details. When he got back

to Palestra, he traced back to me

via the badge number. However,

on investigation, the cab details he

had noted were different from my

own. Hence, a police investigation

has been initiated to get to the

bottom of this.

It is not unusual for a customer to

tell me that had hired a cab and

the driver had no clue where he

was going. I’d always written this

off as exaggeration and the driver

just failed to go the way the

customer thought he should have

gone. Now I’m not so sure. Maybe

these customers hired a plastic

cabbie with fake badge, bill and

identifiers.

UNIFORM COLOURS
I was pleased to read in last

month’s issue that it is now Club

policy to bring in a “black-only”

colour rule for all newly – plated

taxis, as I have been a supporter

of this for some time. I was not so

pleased to hear that the Club will

also push for all minicabs (PHVs)

to be of a single colour as I think

this would be very damaging for

us. It should be sufficient to ensure

that no PHV could be of a colour

that could be mistaken for black,

day or night.

To make PHVs a uniform colour

would be to make them as visibly

identifiable as ourselves. We

already have a touting epidemic on

London’s streets at night and this

would only make things a whole lot

worse. When people are desperate

for a ride home, rickshaws and

some of the rust-bucket PHVs out

there, not to mention the look of

some of the riders and drivers, are

the proof that the public will be

prepared to go home in anything

they are offered. The PH satellite

offices are the proof that touting

goes on wholesale on a nightly

basis, while the authorities are

either unable or unwilling to stop it.

If PHVs are made instantly

recognisable via a uniform colour it

will be a tout’s paradise. They will

be instantly recognisable to the

public as PHVs.  There are enough

PHV drivers out there now at night

that pull up to people on the street

looking for taxis, so there will be no

shortage of them that are willing to

respond to a hail on being

recognise as a “cab” by the

vehicle’s colour and no effective

enforcement to stop them doing

so.

If they are given a compulsory,

uniform colour, they may as well

be given “for hire” roof signs and

be done with it.

EVERYTHING CHANGES

WHILE EVERYTHING

STAYS THE SAME 
Every now and then a new driver

organisations pops up, instigated

by people fed up with the existing

trade groups ability to “do nothing”

for the trade.

Forty years ago, when minicabs

first entered the London scene,

the only driver organisation was

the TGWU (now Unite the Union).

Out of the T&Gs failure to “do

anything”, came the LTDA. The

LTDA formed primarily to ”fight the

minicabs”. After 25 years they

were actually 20% owners of a taxi

radio circuit, Comcab, that sub-

contracted work to minicab outfits.

After this came the Metro drivers’

club that evolved into the LCDC as

we know it today. The Club was

driven by some real firebrands fed

up with seeing PH do as they

liked, the authorities doing nothing

about it and similarly the LTDA

and T&G ”doing nothing” about the

trade’s problems.

More recently we have seen the

RMT and UCG driver

organisations appear as a result of

the established  driver groups

”doing nothing”.

So there’s the changes; how

about what stays the same? All

driver groups start off with a small

group of passionate, committed,

radical drivers.  Over time the

membership grows, direct action

has no more effect than diplomacy

and the former give way to the

latter.

At the end of it all the stimulus

can be traced back to minicabs

and lack of action on the part of

the authorities to enforce the law

properly. That doesn’t change. Of

course, the minicabs are still here

as well. We never stood a chance

of getting them banned, any more

than anywhere else in the country

that tried to do the same. We

never stood a chance because the

public demanded them and first

and foremost, licensing authorities

are there to serve and protect the

public.

Nor will we get any change in

enforcement so long as we follow

policies that, rightly or wrongly, can

and are perceived as protectionist.

We could have a thousand driver

organisations and they will not

persuade the authorities to enforce

the laws properly unless the public

want it done. If we are to get

change in this attitude it will be by

adopting policies that are clearly in

the public interest. If we can do

that, we can get passenger groups

standing alongside us and then

maybe see some change.

However, crying “public safety”

won’t cut it as the convenience of

the supply of 60,000 PHVs has

been shown to be worth a few

hundred sexual assault/rape

victims by the public’s

performance.

LAST NOTE
At the time of writing there has

been no discernible uptake in the

work less than four weeks to go

before Christmas. We can only

hope that it picks up in December.

If not, perhaps Christmas will not

be that merry among cab drivers.

Nevertheless, when The Day

arrives, we will hopefully put the

year behind us and enjoy it. I

would like to wish a very,  merry

Christmas and a happy,

prosperous and healthy New Year

to both of my regular readers and

also to everybody else.

Walker on the March....
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Well...well... Everyone had an opinion

on Ricky Hattons comeback didnt

they?
In the week prior to the fight I had been in

London and in the half a dozen taxis I had

taken, there were as many views on the

outcome.

To be honest, If Ricky had chosen an

easier opponent then I do think that he

would have won but when I saw who he

had picked in Vyacheslav Senchenko a

former Olympian and had lost just once in

33 fights, I did start to worry. 

Ricky has been a great fighter in recent

years but he has openly said that the

hardest fight he has had to face is outside

the ring. 

Like you, I believe Ricky will always have

a place in our hearts as a true warrior who

never gave his fans less  than 100% God

bless you Ricky.

The Fights In 2013 

We All Want To See

I was chatting to Grant the other day and

we were discussing the fights we felt the

British public will want to see next year.Here

is our list, If there are any more you would

like to see, then email the Club and tell me

why.

Derek Chisora Vs  David Price

Carl Froch Vs  Andre Ward

James DeGale Vs George Groves

Amir Khan Vs Kell Brook

Anyway thats just a few from what I

believe will be another great year for fight

fans. If you are still wondering what you

want for Christmas then what about

subscribing to the only all boxing TV

channel BOXNATION.....There are some

fantastic fights coming up and besides, its

better than the dodgy jumper `er indoors

bought you last year.

Have a great Xmas to all members of the

LCDC and the rest of Londons great

cabbies and hope you all have a healthy

and wealthy 2013.

Adios...Buncey

Burns’s title defence against Walsh

was set to headline a stacked card at

London’s ExCeL on December 15

until a car accident sidelined the

Rochdale southpaw.
Ocampo, 23, was announced as his

replacement on Thursday, keeping the

world title top-liner alive, and has a record

reading 17-5-1 with 12 knockouts.

And the Scottish champion, who stopped

Kevin Mitchell inside four rounds in

September, feels the fight will give him just

as much preparation for a hopeful meeting

with new WBC title-holder Adrien Broner in

2013 as Walsh would have.

“This is going to be the hardest fight of my

career so far against a young, hungry

challenger who wants to take my title,”

Burns said.

“Filipino fighters are as tough as they

come – just look at Manny Pacquiao and

Nonito Donaire. They come to fight and

Ocampo will do just that.

“If he boxes like those two, as people say

he does, I’ll be in for a tough night.”

Promoter Frank Warren added: “It’s a hard

one for Ricky. He’s been training to face

Walsh and ideally would have had more

time to prepare for the different style of

Ocampo.

“He can’t afford to slip up, though,

because we are virtually there with the fight

against Broner for next year.”

Steve Bunce

Boxnation presenter

BBC Radio London

Thursday nights

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Well here we are with the festive

season almost upon us.  Well for

me Christmas can only mean two

things the King George at Kempton

Park on Boxing Day and the Welsh

Grand National the following day at

Chepstow.
Let’s start with the Welsh Grand National

(3m 5 and half furlongs).  A very

competitive event headed by the top

weight Tidal Bay (11st 12lb) who must be

considered a doubtful runner after his

recent second in the Hennessey Gold Cup

so the weights could all go up by at least

seven pounds.  Here are a few leading

contenders.

Michel Le Bon (10st 4lb) trained by Paul

Nicholls made a good reappearance when

second to the package in the Badgers

Bears Stakes at Wincanton beaten three

and a quarter lengths that day and was

staying on strongly, the pair finishing 41

lengths clear of the third horse.  He won’t

mind what the ground is like and should be

thereabouts (odds 10/1).

Le Beau Bai (9st 13lb) trained by Richard

Lee winner of this race last year and

carrying 2lbs less this time round.  Has had

a warm up race over hurdles at Ffos Las (3

miles) on soft going and carrying 11st 12lb

and battled on gamely to win by one and a

half lengths.  Must go close as he comes

into the race in great shape.  Must have

soft/heavy ground to show his best (odds

7/1).

Teaforthree (10st 4lbs) trained by

Rebecca Curtis.  A class act who loves it

around this Chepstow track loves heavy

ground and after two warm up races

should be spot on for this.  This trip holds

no fears for him as he won over 4 miles at

the Cheltenham Festival last year.  Would

be a popular winner as he is trained just a

few miles from the course.  Serious chance

(odds 6/a)

The horse I like in the race is Alfie Sherrin

99st 10lb) trained by Jonjo O’Neill won

over 3 miles at the Cheltenham Festival

this year before finishing third in the Irish

Grand National, 3 miles 5 furlongs at

Fairyhouse.  Has had a prep run over

hurdles at Exeter 2 miles 7 and half

furlongs where he was a very creditable

third beaten 4 lengths.  Acts on good/good

to soft ground but anything worse than that

may well see him being pulled out.  Should

he get his ground I recommend a 1 point

each way bet (odds 14/1).

For me the King George VI Chase, 3

miles, at Kempton on Boxing Day is a real

Christmas Cracker.

Kauto Star, who this year won the race for

an amazing fifth time has been retired so

the prize is well and truly up for grabs.

Here are a few of the leading contenders.

Long Run trained by Nicky Henderson

won the race in 2010 but was beaten by

Kauto Star last year.  Has run second in the

Betfair Chase at Haydock being beaten

two and a half lengths by Silviniaco Conti

on his reappearance and I must say I was

disappointed with his run there.  Could well

bounce back to form but I prefer to look

elsewhere (odds 7/2)

Cue Card trained by Colin Tizzard won at

Exeter on his reappearance where he bet

Edgardo Sol by 26 lengths.  Has been kept

fresh for this race and goes there with a big

chance, however this is his first attempt

over 3 miles.  Will stamina be an issue?

(odds 7/1)

Sizing Europe trained in Ireland by Henry

de Bromhead is unbeaten in his two starts

this season winning first time out (2m 4

furlongs) beating Forpaddy the Plaster 7

and a half lengths on good ground and

followed up beating Magnanimity by 20

lengths (2m 4 furlongs) on soft ground.

Another who has never won over 3 miles

but being a Champion Chase winner at

Cheltenham.  Certainly has class, will his

class get him home? Big chance (odds

8/1)

Al Ferof trained by Paul Nicholls won the

very competitive Paddy Power Gold Cup at

Cheltenham in November (2m 4 and a half

furlongs) on soft ground beating the very

talented Walkon by 3 lengths.  What I

found remarkable was he carried 11st 8lb,

Walkon only 10st 6lb. To give that weight

and beat a horse like Walkon was in my

eyes an exceptional run.  Ruby Walsh

looks set to ride him again and although he

is another who hasn’t won over three miles.

He certainly wasn’t stopping over 2 miles 4

and half furlongs up the stiff Cheltenham

Hill.  The fact he acts on any ground is a

plus and I think there could be further

improvement upped in trip.  He is my

selection and I recommend a 2 point win

bet (odds 6/1).

COMPETITON
In last month’s issue we mentioned a

competition to win two members badges for

the first day (Champion Hurdle Day) at next

year’s Cheltenham Festival.

TO ENTER
Answer the following question:-

Who won last year’s King George was it:-

A) Kauto Star

B) Long Run

C) Best Mate

Please e-mail your answer to

thelcdc@gmail.com

The winner will be randomly selected from

the correct entries. Closing date is 22nd

December 2012.

Until next year may I wish you all a Very
Merry Christmas and a Happy and
Prosperous New Year!

Be Lucky and don’t give too much to
those awful bookie chappies!

The Marksman

Farewell Ricky
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www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax



C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£7.00 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

BECKS CAFÈ
Breakfast & Grill
28 Red Lion Street
Holborn WC1R 4PS

Open Mon/Fri 7am till 10pm
Sat 7am till 3pm 
then reopen from 7pm till 10 pm
Pastas * Grills * Steaks 
* Fish * Omelettes *

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

0203 581 7100
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